Buy RFID TAGS for
better commute experience
Dear Elevated Highway user,
Elevated Highway on Hosur Road which was built by BETL under the
supervision of NHAI is in operation from 2012 and has signiﬁcantly
improved commute time to electronics city. However due to limitation on
number of lanes and heavy peak hour traﬃc, recently long queues are
common sight near Toll plaza in EC1.
One of the solutions to avoid such delays is to register for RFID tags. As you
are aware, cash transactions coupled with non-availability of exact change
take too much time. We would like to reiterate the advantages of RFID Tags:
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Faster passage through RFID Lanes
Avoid traﬃc pile up at Toll gates
Cashless transactions
Easier accounting
Lesser expenditure

Please see overleaf for procedure to buy RFID tags from BETL
Even if you are a visitor, you can buy tags and use whenever you come to
electronics city. Request your cooperation to help us to ensure you to have a
better commute experience coming to Electronics City.

THANK YOU, HAVE A NICE DAY

Electronics City Industries Association
Log on to www.elcia.in

RFID TAGS for
better Toll experience

BETL
Method to buy RFID tag for your vehicle
Method: 1
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For bulk issue of RFID tag, BETL will establish KIOSK in your company premises.
Please contact Cap. Baldev:
9538493219.
Method 2:
1. Keep your vehicle RC Book
LL
or RC Smart Card issued by
TO
RTO to BETL oﬃce.
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2. Visit BETL oﬃce located
next to D-Mart Electronics
City, opposite Moog
Controls, next to Petrol
bunk. It is about 100m
from the Toll gate on Hosur
road. Please see the map.

BETL

3. Choose between 2 convenient schemes listed below:
Schemes
Cars / Jeeps
1. Unlimited 30 consecu ve days scheme Rs.
1,290
2. Pay per use - Reducing balance
Cars / Jeeps
Rs.
A.Single Trip
45
B.Mul ple trips daily upto 23:59:59 hrs Rs.
60

LCV Trucks / Buses
1,805
3,610
LCV Trucks / Buses
65
120
90
180

2 wheelers

515
15
25

RFID systems Automatically switches to Multiple trips mode when you make
your second trip.
4. Pay Cash at the counter at BETL oﬃce for the required amount.
5. Collect your tag and don't forget to check tag No. in your receipt / Invoice is the
same as the one printed on your Tag before leaving BETL oﬃce.
6. The Tag is valid at any of the three Toll gates on Hosur Road.

THANK YOU, HAVE A NICE DAY

Bangalore Elevated Tollway Ltd
Log on to www.blrelevate.co.in

